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CALENDAR DESCRIPTION

COURSE NAME: Assessment and Individual Program Plans

COURSE NUMBER: Ed 402-2

COURSE GOALS: To provide students with an awareness of traditional methods of infant test measures; to discuss observation techniques and to give students practical opportunities in determining infant/toddler developmental levels; and, to provide experiences in individual programme planning.

COURSE DESCRIPTION: Both formal and informal methods of infant test measures and developmental assessment procedures will be reviewed. Symptoms of lag, deviation or handicap in areas of ability will be highlighted. Practical interpretation of planning individual programs and activities for optimum development of infants and toddlers will be emphasized.

COURSE OBJECTIVES: The student will participate in class discussions and show an understanding of formal and informal infant test measures. The student will also demonstrate observational skills of developmental levels and prepare a series of individual programme plans.

METHODOLOGY: Through lectures, class discussions, and practice in observation techniques students will obtain some background in assessment methods and demonstrate skill in individual programme planning.


RELATED READINGS:

RELATED READINGS cont'd:


6. Portage Guide to Early Education Kit

METHOD OF ASSESSMENT:

Final Test.................................................................28%

Developmental Profile and Programmed Activities:
Perceptual/Fine Motor.................................................12%
Cognition........................................................................12%
Language .........................................................................12%
Social/Emotional ............................................................12%
Self-Care .........................................................................12%
Gross Motor .....................................................................12%

100%